APPENDIX A
Coding Instructions for SSNM Dataset-I:
New York Times and Guardian/Observer
Read each news article and code the article based on the following procedures:
I.
General Instructions:
Codes for Competing the Data Entry Form
1= True Positive
0= False Positive
II. Parts of the Data Entry Form to Compete
CODER: Type your Coder ID
A- DETERMINING TRUE POSITIVES FOR STATE-SEEKING NATIONALIST
MOVEMENT (SSNM) BOX
CODE SSNM=1 if the news report mentions:
1. any form of collective action (violent or peaceful, institutional, spontaneous,
democratic, or undemocratic, progressive, or reactionary) by stateless communities
demanding separation or secession from an existing state, demanding independence,
or formation of a new state, OR
2. any independence movements of states in a federal state, OR
3. any new nations declaring/gaining independence, OR
4. any decisions by states and political leaders recognizing (or not recognizing) the
independence of a stateless nation or a colony, OR
5. any fear, threat, rumor, or plan about state-seeking nationalist activity.
Also, code SSNM=1 if the news report does not directly mention A1-5 as described
above but mentions:
6. a state’s or any other (geo)political actor’s attitudes or reactions towards state-seeking
movements as described in A1-5 above [indirect mention].
CODE SSNM=0 if the news report
7. does not actually mention any state-seeking nationalist activity as defined in 1-6
above although the news article contains the keywords used in the search string. If
there is no direct or indirect mention of an SSNM activity, the article will be coded as
a 0 (false positive), even though it mentions
i. state-led nationalist activities (political activities of nationalist groups) or
organizations belonging to nations that already identify themselves with an
existing state, OR
ii. disputes, clashes, fights, or (civil) wars between ethnic, racial, or cultural
groups (without mentioning actions of or attitudes towards secessionism,
separatism, or demands for the formation of a new state), OR
iii. nationalist actors (without mentioning actions of or attitudes towards
secessionism, separatism, or demands for the formation of a new state), OR
iv. economic or cultural autonomy, territorial expansionism of existing states,
state or great-nation chauvinism, territorial disputes, and nationalist warfare
between sovereign states, OR
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v. activities and struggles of nationalist groups in existing states (if there is no
mention of demands for independence, secession, self-determination, or
extension of political autonomy), OR
vi. Independence Day celebrations, commemorations, and anniversaries of
nationalist uprisings.
B- DETERMINING TRUE POSITIVES FOR CURRENT EVENT BOX
CODE CURRENT=1 if the reported SSNM activity
1. takes place within one year of article publication date, OR
2. is rumored, threatened, or planned [check the RTPC box]. OR
3. was planned but cancelled [check the RTPC box], OR
4. is ending because end of an action tells us about its existence.
CODE CURRENT=0 if
5. there is no reported SSNM activity, OR
6. the reported SSNM activity occurred more than one year prior to the article’s
publication date.
C- DETERMINING TRUE POSITIVE FOR INTERNATIONAL EVENT BOX
CODE INTERNATIONAL=1 if
1. The newspaper is NEW YORK TIMES and the reported SSNM activity occurs
OUTSIDE the incorporated territorial boundaries of the USA, OR
2. The newspaper is NEW YORK TIMES and the reported SSNM activity occurs in a
colonial possession or unincorporated territory of the USA (e.g., Puerto Rico,
American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, U.S. Virgin Islands); OR
3. The newspaper is THE GUARDIAN/OBSERVER and the reported SSNM activity
occurs OUTSIDE the territorial boundaries of the United Kingdom,
a. [Note: from 1923 to present, Ireland is OUTSIDE the territorial boundaries
of the United Kingdom], OR
4. The newspaper is THE GUARDIAN/OBSERVER and the reported SSNM activity
occurs in a colonial possession of the United Kingdom.
a. [Note: National liberation movements against the British Empire that take
place outside the United Kingdom (i.e., in Africa, Asia, etc.) are counted as
true positives].
CODE INTERNATIONAL=0 if
5. The newspaper is NEW YORK TIMES and the reported SSNM activity is INSIDE
the incorporated territorial boundaries of the USA (as of 2001).
6. The newspaper is THE GUARDIAN/OBSERVER and the reported SSNM activity
is INSIDE the territorial boundaries of the United Kingdom (as of 2001)
a. Note from 1801 to 1922, the island of Ireland was INSIDE the territorial
boundaries of the United Kingdom.
b. From 1923 to present, Northern Ireland is INSIDE the territorial boundaries
of the United Kingdom.
D. LOCATION BOX:
TYPE the location where the SSNM activity takes place.
• Choose the location name/code from the dropdown menu where the SSNM
activity is taking place.
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Any SSNM that takes place in a historical empire or a multinational
federation that no longer exists in 2001 will be coded as the location of the
existing sovereign state in 2001. (For example, an Estonian state-seeking
nationalist movement against USSR will be coded under “Estonia” not as
“Russia”).
If the article does not mention the location as it is provided in the dropdown
menu, do not use your own pre-existing geography knowledge since
territorial boundaries change over time. If the article does not present the
name of the country but mentions it as a broad region, type the name of the
region in OTHER_LOCATION box as it is written in the article. If only
city names are written, then type the city names in OTHER_LOCATION
box.
o Note: After data collection is complete these locations will be
converted into territorial clusters as of 2001.
Add a new record if the news article reports more than one SSNM activity
that takes place in more than one country. You should create a new record
for each country.
Add a new record for each country is one SSNM is targeting multiple
countries at the same time. (For example, if the news report mentions that a
Kurdish independence movement is targeting Turkey, Iraq, Syria and Iran at
the same time, create a new record for each existing country as of 2010)
If there are diaspora or other forms of solidarity movements with an existing
SSNM in another country (pro-Tibet independence protests against China in
France), use the country where the SSNM takes place (country= “China”)
and write in NOTES section (solidarity country= “France”)

E. STATE-SEEKING NATION BOX:
TYPE the name of the state-seeking national community that engages with the
SSNM event. (Example: for pro-Tibet independence protests against China in
France; state-seeking nation= “Tibet”)
• Note: Use the national identification terms as they are provided in the
article. Do not use your own preexisting knowledge about these stateless
nations.
• Note: If the news report does not mention the name of the proposed
state, then type the name of the proposed/would-be state name in the
state-seeking nation box.
• Note: If the news report does not mention the name of the state-seeking
nation but merely mentions it as “secessionists”, “separatists” etc., write
“N/A” in the state-seeking nation box and type whatever word is used to
describe these groups in the “Notes” box.
F. DATE

DATE of the event will be automatically retrieved from the article’s date.
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EXAMPLES OF TRUE POSITIVES FOR SSNM
Figure A1. Some News Report Examples from New York Times for SSNM=1 (Based on Rule A15)

Figure A2. Some News Report Examples for SSNM=1 (Based on Rule A6)
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EXAMPLES OF FALSE POSITIVES FOR SSNM
Figure A3. Some News Report Examples from New York Times for SSNM=0 (Based on Rule A7)
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Figure A4. Some News Report Examples from New York Times for SSNM=0 (Based on Rule A7iv)

Figure A5. Some News Report Examples from New York Times for SSNM=0 (Based on Rule A7vi)
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